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The best time to start content marketing was five years ago, the second best time is now. It's now the time to get ahead of the
competition and make content marketing truly work for your business. Content Marketing Works: 8 Steps to Transform Your
Business is a brand new book from Arnie and Brad Kuenn that will teach marketers and organizations a process to grow their
business through the convergence of search, social, and content marketing. Content Marketing Works is a robust look at the
process of creating, implementing and measuring a successful content marketing program. It covers the 8 Step Process of content
marketing, created by the experts at content marketing agency, Vertical Measures, and how it can be used at any organization
large or small to grow traffic, leads, and business. The 8 Steps cover: Strategy Development Ideation Content Creation
Optimization Promotion Distribution Lead Nurture Measurement Whether you're a small-to-medium-sized businesses or an
enterprise organization, the steps outlined in this book will help you build content marketing practices from the ground up with real
world case studies, thoughtful lessons, and expert advice packed into 290 pages. Readers will learn specific ways to link SEO and
content marketing; how to create useful content to attract more traffic, more leads and more business; and how to connect with
customers on a human level that encourages trust and loyalty. The content in this book also uncovers answers behind questions
like: What exactly is content marketing? How important is search these days? How about social media? What in the world do I do
about mobile? How do I set up a lead nurturing program? Where do I start to create an effective strategy? Foreword written by Joe
Pulizzi Founder of Content Marketing Institue, Author of Epic Content Marketing "Content Marketing Works is your opportunity to
clean slate your marketing. This book gives you permission to think and do differently from everyone else. This book is your ticket
to becoming the leading informational resource for your particular niche. This book will not only change the way you market, but it
will change the way you conduct business." Praise for Content Marketing Works "The new question isn't should you do content
marketing, it's precisely HOW do you do content marketing effectively. This is the actionable playbook for which you've been
waiting. Recommended " - Jay Baer, New York Times bestselling author of Youtility "This book can (and for many, should) serve
as a first step to upgrading your content marketing practices. Arnie and Brad deeply understand the relationship between content,
marketing strategy, traffic opportunities, and sales, and what's better, have made that information useful and accessible." - Rand
Fishkin, founder, Moz "Content Marketing Works wisely emphasizes that content marketing is a process, not a project. Just as a
magazine doesn't publish a single issue, nor should your content program. Arnie and Brad take a complicated and critical element
of modern business and demystifies it with case studies, instruction, and an 8 Step guide. Nicely done." - Larry Kim, founder and
CTO, WordStream
Woody-Plant Seed Manual
After her nightmarish recovery from a serious car accident, Faye gets horrible news from her doctor, and it hits her hard like a
rock: she can’t bear children. In extreme shock, she breaks off her engagement, leaves her job and confines herself in her family
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home. One day, she meets her brother’s best friend , and her soul makes a first step to healing.
"This book focuses on cooking equipment, techniques, and recipes"--P. xvii.
55% OFF - SPECIAL PRICE ONLY FOR BOOKSHOPS Are you ready to introduce new delicious, quick, and healthy recipes into
your diet that you can make with a revolutionary air fryer? Say goodbye to greasy foods dripping in oil and unnecessary calories.
Say hello to tasty and healthy delicious meals that cook in just minutes! Even if you're a complete beginner and don't know where
to start, this cookbook will make it easy. Now is the time to change the way you cook. With an air fryer, you can recreate and
continue enjoying that deep-fried food you loved but may have given up just because it is deep-fried in excess oil. In addition to
cooking healthy fried food, you can also grill, roast, bake, and steam in this delightful appliance. I'm sure you would end up using it
every day to eat healthily. With this cookbook, you'll learn how to make your favorite meals in few minutes. Instead of using fatty oil
to fry your favorite foods, you can avoid all of those calories with the new and impressive technology of the air fryer! In this
cookbook you will find: - How to get the Most Out of your Air Fryer - Traditional Chicken Dishes - Original Poultry Recipes - Spicy
Meat Recipes - Tasty Pork Recipes ...And Much More! This cookbook provides you lots of mouthwatering recipes that are very
easy to do! If you don't have a talent for cooking, well, this will be you're starting the journey to become a skilled one! Getting
excited about it? What are you waiting for? Own this book today, click BUY NOW!
Discover simple ways to incorporate more whole foods into your daily diet using a blender with this gorgeous cookbook featuring
200 delicious recipes and more than fifty full-color photos—the first widely available cookbook from the Vitamix brand. Recently
known primarily to professional chefs, over the past decade the Vitamix blender has become one of the most sought after kitchen
appliances in home kitchens. Now, Vitamix has created a gorgeous companion cookbook to help you enjoy the benefits of a whole
foods diet. Here are more than 200 simple, scrumptious, easy-to-prepare recipes that use a blender—most taking less than thirty
minutes. The chefs at Vitamix believe that the only way to make lasting, healthy changes to your diet is to enjoy the food you eat.
With The Vitamix Cookbook they’ve created mouthwatering food you’ll want everyday: breakfast and brunch, including
smoothies, breakfast mains (muffins, breads and scones), pancakes, waffles, egg dishes soups and sides (amazingly, the Vitamix
heats the soup while blending it, making it table ready in less than ten minutes!) entrees, including wraps and sandwiches,
burgers, pizza, pasta, poultry, meat and seafood sauces and dressings drinks, including nut milks, juices, and even cocktails
desserts, including sorbets, ice creams, milkshakes and baked desserts Throughout The Vitamix Cookbook, you’ll find helpful
sidebars with inspiring stories of people who have improved their health using their Vitamix, as well as tips for a nutritious whole
foods diet.
An excellent, comprehensive clinical reference thoughtfully revised to address new challenges facing emergency nurses,
emergency medical technicians and paramedics. MANUAL OF EMERGENCY CARE details the basic principles of emergency
care; includes up-to-the-minute advances in emergency care, medical, trauma, and special case emergencies; contains four
entirely new chapters devoted to patient education, allergies, forensic nursing and legal issues; and offers thoroughly revised,
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more detailed chapters on sexual assault, wound care, and domestic violence. * Includes complete, up-to-date and practical
information for clinical practitioners and nursing students. * Presents a team approach to problem solving, reflecting actual
practices in emergency departments. * Covers assessment parameters, diagnostic tests, therapeutic interventions and other
information pertinent to disorders and conditions NEW TO THIS EDITION: * Includes new chapter on forensic nursing thoroughly
explaining the role of forensic nurses and the collection of forensic data. * Offers a new chapter on patient and family education,
stressing the growing importance of providing supports to help patients and their families continue recovery once they leave
emergency care. * Presents basic legal issues for emergency nurses in a new chapter addressing hot legal topics including legal
consent, proper treatment of psychiatric patients, appropriate handling of forensic issues, and terms of the Emergency Medical
Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA). * Provides a new chapter on allergies with detailed descriptions of reactions and the
associated signs and symptoms, interventions, diagnostic tests, latex allergies, and patient education and support. * Contains an
updated, extensively detailed chapter on sexual assault listing proper procedures for collecting, securing and transferring
evidence, following up, documenting the assault and testifying in court, all in a bulleted, easy-to-follow format. * Offers newly
revised wound management chapter with more detailed definitions and descriptions of wounds and wound care. * Includes
separate chapters on intravenous therapy and laboratory specimens. New chapter providing specialty information about forensic
nursing (Chapter 40) thoroughly explains the role forensic nursing plays; situations calling for collection of forensic data; how to
take forensic photography; how to collect, track, and document physical evidence appropriately; and treatment of and concerns
surrounding special situations (e.g., gun shot wounds, stab wounds, suicides/accidents). A new chapter about patient and family
education (Chapter 3) stresses the growing importance of providing the patient and family with the information they need as they
continue through the healing process. This chapter helps emergency personnel identify learning needs, assess the learner,
establish learning goals, select and use appropriate teaching methods, evaluate the effectiveness, and document. Examples of
discharge instructions for common ailments (e.g., nosebleed, wound care/burn care, sore throat/cold) are also included. New
chapter on basic legal issues for emergency nurses (Chapter 8) addresses yet another hot topic by describing terms for legal
consent (e.g., patient age, patient competency, reportable conditions/situations), proper treatment of psychiatric patients,
appropriate handling of forensic issues, and terms of the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA). A new
chapter about allergies (Chapter 20) clearly and completely gives information about allergic reactions by providing definitions,
describing types of reactions and the associated signs and symptoms and therapeutic interventions, listing diagnostic tests for
allergies, explaining latex allergy, and giving information about education and support. Radically revised chapter on sexual assault
(Chapter 31)that gives more in depth details about sexual assauRevision of wound management chapter (Chapter 21) to include
more complete definitions and descriptions of wounds and wound care. Individual chapters for intravenous therapy (Chapter 6)
and laboratory specimens (Chapter 7) to provide more specific and complete coverage of these important topics.
The only authorized Lab Manual for the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Security course The Cisco® Networking Academy®
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course on CCNA® Security provides a next step for students who want to expand their CCNA-level skill set to prepare for a career
in network security. The CCNA Security course also prepares students for the Implementing Cisco IOS® Network Security (IINS)
certification exam (xxxx), which leads to the CCNA Security certification. The CCNA Security Lab Manual provides you with all
labs from the course designed as hands-on practice to master the knowledge and skills needed to prepare for entry-level security
specialist careers. All the hands-on labs in the course can be completed on actual physical equipment or in conjunction with the
NDG NETLAB+® solution. For current information on labs compatible with NETLAB+® go to
http://www.netdevgroup.com/ae/labs.htm. Through procedural, skills integration challenges, troubleshooting, and model building
labs, this CCNA Security course aims to develop your in-depth understanding of network security principles as well as the tools
and configurations used.
"His practical experience blends perfectly with his academic knowledge in this informative and entertaining guide to making the
perfect cocktail." Review for The Curious Bartender Volume I, The Daily Mail. Tristan Stephenson is back to shake up the cocktail
world once more, perfecting classic cocktails and offering his signature reinventions using his world-renowned mixology skills. The
Curious Bartender Volume II: The New Testament of Cocktails is the sixth book by bestselling author and legendary bartender
Tristan Stephenson. You’ll find 64 of the finest cocktails there have been, are or will be: 32 perfected classics and 32 gamechanging reinventions of classics. Tristan makes you discover tastebuds and talents you never knew you had. He’ll show you the
tools of the trade, the techniques he swears by and how to experiment to create your own cocktail sensations. Tristan’s done all
the hard work for you, selflessly trying every drink known to man to uncover what partners perfectly. All you have to do is leaf
through the pages of this – the holy grail of cocktail books.
An essential synthesis of permaculture design from the core curriculum of the Permaculture Design Course. A book of notes freely
offered to the World Community. Part of a learning & teaching toolkit with Permaculture Design Core Concepts Cards. Created
over 15 years of teaching 25 PDC's & taking 20 advanced courses, PDC with Rowe Morrow, Bill Mollison & Geoff Lawton, & Toby
Hemenway. Part of a Diploma & Masters Degree with Bill Mollison, Diploma with Larry Santoyo & Scott Pittman, Diploma with
Looby Macnamara and mentorship of Larry Santoyo. Part of a Doctoral work in Permaculture Education. Core Contributions: Kym
Chi. Design: Onbeyond Metamedia. Key notes: Annaliese Hordern & Tamara Griffiths. Editing & support: Jacob Aman, Niki
Hammond, Tes Tesla. Source inspiration: David Holmgren, Robin Clayfield, Michael Becker, Scott Pittman, Geoff Lawton, Robyn
Francis, Mark Lakeman, Patricia Michael, Starhawk, Bullock Brothers, Tom Ward & Jude Hobbs.
If your pressure cooker has been collecting dust, then you need to get Comfortable Under Pressure! Meredith Laurence, the Blue
Jean Chef, has been cooking on live television on QVC for over ten years. By sharing tips, tricks and techniques with the QVC
customers while equipping their kitchens with QVC's professional Technique® and Blue Jean Chef® cookware, Meredith has
helped people become comfortable in their kitchens. Now, in this cookbook, Meredith gives you a wide variety of delicious recipes
for the pressure cooker, so you can get meals on the table in one third of the time it would normally take. Her recipes, tips, and
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techniques will help make any cook more Comfortable Under Pressure. With 125 recipes and over 100 tips and explanations,
Comfortable Under Pressure will help you create delicious meals while becoming more versatile and at ease with your pressure
cooker. Don't let the pressure get to you! Get Comfortable Under Pressure!
An analysis of the failure of U.S. broadband policy to solve the rural–urban digital divide, with a proposal for a new national rural
broadband plan. As much of daily life migrates online, broadband—high-speed internet connectivity—has become a necessity. The
widespread lack of broadband in rural America has created a stark urban–rural digital divide. In Farm Fresh Broadband,
Christopher Ali analyzes the promise and the failure of national rural broadband policy in the United States and proposes a new
national broadband plan. He examines how broadband policies are enacted and implemented, explores business models for
broadband providers, surveys the technologies of rural broadband, and offers case studies of broadband use in the rural Midwest.
Ali argues that rural broadband policy is both broken and incomplete: broken because it lacks coordinated federal leadership and
incomplete because it fails to recognize the important roles of communities, cooperatives, and local providers in broadband
access. For example, existing policies favor large telecommunication companies, crowding out smaller, nimbler providers. Lack of
competition drives prices up—rural broadband can cost 37 percent more than urban broadband. The federal government subsidizes
rural broadband by approximately $6 billion. Where does the money go? Ali proposes democratizing policy architecture for rural
broadband, modeling it after the wiring of rural America for electricity and telephony. Subsidies should be equalized, not just going
to big companies. The result would be a multistakeholder system, guided by thoughtful public policy and funded by public and
private support.
Learn how to cook the Weight Watchers way with this comprehensive and delicious new cookbook. The Complete Kitchen is a
must-have guide to easy and effortless weight-loss cooking. Inside we reveal the simple tips and tricks used in the Weight
Watchers kitchen to create healthier meals. Discover how to give your fridge and pantry a waistline-friendly makeover and what
basic equipment you need to start cooking tasty weight-loss food. There are also simple step-by-step cooking lessons, plus expert
advice on meal planning and shopping tips. Then be inspired to try out your new cooking skills with more than 140 mouth-watering
recipes and meal ideas. From hearty breakfasts to fast lunches and satisfying dinners, we've got every meal covered (even
dessert!). With a focus on satisfying, everyday meals, The Complete Kitchen will ensure you always have something delicious on
your plate while you're losing weight!
A “funny and fascinating” cultural history about one of our favorite pastimes: eating (The Village Voice). This is a delightful and
intelligent look at the food we eat, with a cornucopia of incredible details about the ways we do it. Presented like a meal, each
chapter of Since Eve Ate Apples Much Depends on Dinner represents a different course or garnish, which Margaret Visser
handpicks from the most ordinary American dinner: among them corn on the cob with butter and salt, roast chicken with rice, salad
dressed in lemon juice and olive oil, and ice cream. Visser tells the story behind each of these foods and in the course of her
inquiries reveals some unexpected treats: the history of Corn Flakes; the secret behind the more dissatisfactory California olives
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(they’re picked green, chemically blackened, and sterilized); and the fact that, in Africa, citrus fruits are eaten whole, rind and all.
For food lovers of all kinds, unexpectedly entertaining book is a treasure of information from the author of the New York Times
Notable Book The Rituals of Dinner. “Rich in surprising facts, unexpected connections, and a well-documented outrage at what
modern technology and agribusiness have done to purity and quality . . . A remarkable amount of information [presented]
seamlessly and entertainingly.” —Library Journal

"Fitness, money, and wisdom--here are the tools. Over the last two years ... Tim Ferriss has collected the routines and
tools of world-class performers around the globe. Now, the distilled notebook of tips and tricks that helped him double his
income, flexibility, happiness, and more is available as Tools of Titans"--Page 4 of cover.
Three Points of Contact outlines a 12.5-step strategy to help readers on any path manage and conquer any of life's
storm. Greg uses a unique strategy using the 12.5 strategies to overcome failing high school and being homeless. Greg
serve as an enlisted member in the US Air Force and a commissioned officer in the US Army. Greg completed 20 years
of military service that included a tour of, combat duty, graduating from undergraduate, graduate, military command and
staff college and a grim stage III cancer diagnosis. All the skills throughout Greg's life helped him put together these set
of strategies that he applied while going through cancer treatment. Through a learned skill set including optimism,
visualization, and action, Three Points of Contact presents a principle-centered method to promote one's happiness,
health, and positivity. These points will provide readers with a trifecta of key concepts to transform one's life and create a
collection of skills to be used in any situation. Live a life of happiness, health, success, and resilience with the three
points of contact! This book will absolutely motivate you to overcome any obstacle in life. You can feel Greg's passion
from the very first page. Greg serves as your direct coach no matter what storm you find yourself fighting in. Greg has
completed 8 marathons since his cancer diagnosis and has completed more goals and lived life more since his cancer
diagnosis in May 2010 than he did the previous 20 years. These 12.5 strategies are explained with humor, story telling
and giving you the application to submit to any situation. You don't have to be in a threatening situation or crisis to get
help from Greg and this amazing turn of events in Greg's life. Greg has coached and mentored athletes, students,
business and sales staffs around the world. Let Greg help you immediately with this captivating story.
Issued June 1948
Winner of the 2015 James Beard Award for Best Beverage Book and the 2015 IACP Jane Grigson Award. A
revolutionary approach to making better-looking, better-tasting drinks. In Dave Arnold’s world, the shape of an ice cube,
the sugars and acids in an apple, and the bubbles in a bottle of champagne are all ingredients to be measured, tested,
and tweaked. With Liquid Intelligence, the creative force at work in Booker & Dax, New York City’s high-tech bar, brings
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readers behind the counter and into the lab. There, Arnold and his collaborators investigate temperature, carbonation,
sugar concentration, and acidity in search of ways to enhance classic cocktails and invent new ones that revolutionize
your expectations about what a drink can look and taste like. Years of rigorous experimentation and study—botched
attempts and inspired solutions—have yielded the recipes and techniques found in these pages. Featuring more than 120
recipes and nearly 450 color photographs, Liquid Intelligence begins with the simple—how ice forms and how to make
crystal-clear cubes in your own freezer—and then progresses into advanced techniques like clarifying cloudy lime juice
with enzymes, nitro-muddling fresh basil to prevent browning, and infusing vodka with coffee, orange, or peppercorns.
Practical tips for preparing drinks by the pitcher, making homemade sodas, and building a specialized bar in your own
home are exactly what drink enthusiasts need to know. For devotees seeking the cutting edge, chapters on liquid
nitrogen, chitosan/gellan washing, and the applications of a centrifuge expand the boundaries of traditional cocktail craft.
Arnold’s book is the beginning of a new method of making drinks, a problem-solving approach grounded in attentive
observation and creative techniques. Readers will learn how to extract the sweet flavor of peppers without the spice, why
bottling certain drinks beforehand beats shaking them at the bar, and why quinine powder and succinic acid lead to the
perfect gin and tonic. Liquid Intelligence is about satisfying your curiosity and refining your technique, from red-hot pokers
to the elegance of an old-fashioned. Whether you’re in search of astounding drinks or a one-of-a-kind journey into the
next generation of cocktail making, Liquid Intelligence is the ultimate standard—one that no bartender or drink enthusiast
should be without.
Stocks and broths are the foundation of good cooking, yet information on their use is often relegated to the introductions
or appendices of cookbooks. Until now there has not been a comprehensive culinary guide to stocks in the canon, save
for snippets here and there. Hard to believe, since most passionate home cooks and professional chefs know that using
stocks and broths--both on their own and as the base for a recipe--can turn a moderately flavorful dish into a
masterpiece. Mastering Stocks and Broths is the comprehensive guide to culinary stocks and broths that passionate
home cooks and innovative chefs have all been waiting for. Rachael Mamane, a self-taught cook and owner of smallscale broth company Brooklyn Bouillon, is reminiscent of M. F. K. Fisher, Patience Gray, and Julia Child. She takes us on
a culinary journey into the science behind fundamental stocks and the truth about well-crafted bone broths, and offers
over 100 complex and unique recipes incorporating stocks as foundational ingredients. Mastering Stocks and Broths
includes a historical culinary narrative about stocks in the classic French technique as well as through the lens of other
cultures around the world. Readers will learn about the importance of quality sourcing, the practical and health benefits of
stocks and broths, and detailed methodology on how to develop, store, and use them in a home kitchen. The recipes
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place a playful emphasis on the value of zero waste, turning spent bones, produce seconds, and leftover animal fats into
practical products to use around the home. Readers will turn to this book when they find themselves wondering what to
do with the carcass of a store-bought roast chicken and they want to learn how to make every inch of their vegetables go
further. Perhaps most important to remember: a good stock takes time. This is part of the pleasure--making stocks is
meditative and meaningful, if you allow yourself the occasion. Building a stock often happens in the background of most
kitchens--a smell that permeates a residence, a gentle warmth that radiates from the kitchen. Readers will be inspired by
Mamane's approach to truly slow cookery and her effervescent love for food itself.
This proceedings contains the papers presented at The 8th International Symposium on Practical Design of Ships and
Other Floating Structures held in China in September 2001 - the first PRADS of the 21st Century. The overall aim of
PRADS symposia is to advance the design of ships and other floating structures as a professional discipline and science
by exchanging knowledge and promoting discussion of relevant topics in the fields of naval architecture and marine and
offshore engineering. In line with the aim, in welcoming the new era, this Symposium is intended to increase international
co-operation and give a momentum for the new development of design and production technology of ships and other
floating structures for efficiency, economy, safety, and environmental production. The main themes of this Symposium
are Design Synthesis, Production, Hydrodynamics, Structures and Materials of Ships and Floating Systems. Proposals
for over 270 papers from 26 countries and regions within the themes were received for PRADS 2001, and about 170
papers were accepted for presentation at the symposium. With the high quality of the proposed papers the Local
Organising Committee had a difficult task to make a balanced selection and to control the total number of papers for
fitting into the allocated time schedule approved by the Standing Committee of PRADS. Volume I covers design
synthesis, production and part of hydrodynamics. Volume II contains the rest of hydrodynamics, and structures and
materials.
This innovative edited collection presents new insights into emerging debates around digital communication practices. It
brings together research by leading international experts to examine methods and approaches, multimodality, face and
identity, across five thematically organised sections. Its contributors revise current paradigms in view of past, present,
and future research and analyse how users deploy the wealth of multimodal resources afforded by digital technologies to
undertake tasks and to enact identity. In its concluding section it identifies the ideologies that underpin the construction of
digital texts in the social world. This important contribution to digital discourse studies will have interdisciplinary appeal
across the fields of linguistics, socio-linguistics, pragmatics, discourse analysis, gender studies, multimodality, media and
communication studies.
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Living On High Speed Contains 200 raw and vegan high speed blender recipes and 28 health techniques that will change your life!
Living On High Speed teaches that Life is about change. Some changes are forced on you, some are unconscious, some are
mystical or spiritual and some changes you can create. Trust me when I say that it is no fun to have changes forced into your life.
So I suggest before life forces a change on you and before an unconscious change occurs, take the time to create the change you
want in your life. In this guide you will learn that total wellness is more than proper nutrition, wellness is more than working out,
wellness is more than meditating, proper sleeping, breathing, love and laughter. Total wellness is about combining everything.
Learn how to live your life with purpose and how to create your own change. Discover why high speed blenders can be your best
friends. Find over 200 new raw and vegan high speed blender recipes.
This book is for you if your life is a series of shattered dreams. This book is for you if you have no dreams at all. It's for you if
you've bought the lie that you'll never amount to anything. That's not true. Your life is BIG--far bigger than you've imagined. Inside
these pages lie the keys to recognizing the full potential of your life. You won't necessarily become a millionaire (though you
might), but you will attain a life that is rewarding, significant, and more fruitful than you ever thought possible. The author of this
book knows about hardship. Ben Carson grew up in inner-city Detroit. His mother was illiterate. His father had left the family. His
grade-school classmates considered Ben stupid. He struggled with a violent temper. In every respect, Ben's harsh circumstances
seemed only to point to a harsher future and a bad end. But that's not what happened. By applying the principles in this book, Ben
rose from his tough life to one of amazing accomplishments and international renown. He learned that he had potential, he learned
how to unleash it, and he did. You can too. Put the principles in this book in motion. Things won't change overnight, but they will
change. You can transform your life into one you'll love, bigger than you've ever dreamed.
Offers a nutritional program that utilizes the healing powers of organic fruits and vegetables to reverse the effects of cancer and
other illnesses.
Budget cookery books which make no compromise, offering variety of choice, delicious and proven recipes.
A course of informal and formal logic for junior high and secondary students.
Mitchell takes us inside a movement that is increasingly occupying the national consciousness, into a compelling, hidden world, far
more connected to the chaos of modern life than its caricature as a freakish antigovernment activity would suggest."--BOOK
JACKET.
On June 17, 2015, at 9:05 p.m., a young man with a handgun opened fire on a prayer meeting at the Mother Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church in Charleston, South Carolina, killing nine members of the congregation. The captured shooter,
twenty-one-year-old Dylan Roof, a white supremacist, was charged with their murders. Two days after the shooting, while Roof’s
court hearing was held on video conference, some of the families of his nine victims, one by one, appeared on the
screen—forgiving the killer. The “Emanuel Nine” set a profound example for their families, their city, their nation, and indeed the
world. Finding Grace not only recounts the events of that terrible day but also offers a history lesson that reveals a deeper look at
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the suffering, triumph, and even the ongoing rage of the people who formed Mother Emanuel A.M.E. church and the wider
denominational movement. In many ways, this church’s story is America’s story—the oldest A.M.E. church in the Deep South
fighting for freedom and civil rights but also fighting for grace and understanding. Fighting to transcend bigotry, fraud, hatred,
racism, poverty, and misery. The shootings in June 2015, opened up a deep wound of racism that still permeates Southern
institutions and remains part of American society. Finding Grace tells the story of a people, continually beaten down, who seem to
continually triumph over the worst of adversity. Exploring the storied history of the A.M.E. Church may be a way of explaining the
price and power of forgiveness, a way of revealing God’s mercy in the midst of tremendous pain. Finding Grace may help us
discover what can be right in a world that so often has gone wrong.
From country ham to coppa, bacon to bresaola Prosciutto. Andouille. Country ham. The extraordinary rise in popularity of cured meats in
recent years often overlooks the fact that the ancient practice of meat preservation through the use of salt, time, and smoke began as a
survival technique. All over the world, various cultures developed ways to extend the viability of the hunt--and later the harvest--according to
their unique climates and environments, resulting in the astonishing diversity of preserved meats that we celebrate and enjoy today
everywhere from corner delis to white-tablecloth restaurants. In Salted and Cured, author Jeffrey P. Roberts traces the origins of today's
American charcuterie, salumi, and other delights, and connects them to a current renaissance that begins to rival those of artisan cheese and
craft beer. In doing so, Roberts highlights the incredible stories of immigrant butchers, breeders, chefs, entrepreneurs, and other craftspeople
who withstood the modern era's push for bland, industrial food to produce not only delicious but culturally significant cured meats. By
rejecting the industry-led push for "the other white meat" and reinvigorating the breeding and production of heritage hog breeds while finding
novel ways to utilize the entire animal--snout to tail--today's charcutiers and salumieri not only produce everything from country ham to violino
di capra but create more sustainable businesses for farmers and chefs. Weaving together agriculture, animal welfare and health, food safety
and science, economics, history, a deep sense of place, and amazing preserved foods, Salted and Cured is a literary feast, a celebration of
both innovation and time-honored knowledge, and an expertly guided tour of America's culinary treasures, both old and new.
Compiled by two distinguished professors of horticulture, The Reference Manual of Woody Plant Propagation is a must for professionals and
students of horticulture. Over 1,100 species and their propagation requirements by seeds, cuttings, grafting and budding, and tissue culture
are discussed in exhaustive detail. Essentially a recipe book for making more trees and shrubs, this reference is a high-level how-to.
"Everyone loves smoothies. Everyone! With an infinite number of delicious, natural flavors, colors, and health benefits to mix and match,
smoothies are the easiest way to embrace a healthy lifestyle on a daily basis. Now you can give your smoothie-blending routine a boost when
you use the most antioxidant-, vitamin-, and mineral-packed foods in the world: superfoods. Superfood Smoothies offers 100 nutrient-dense
recipes plus innovative culinary methods to get the most health benefits and pack in the maximum amount of nutrition into every incredible
drop of these satisfying drinks. You'll discover which superfoods are the best for smoothies; find out which ingredients to avoid; and learn
countless secrets to making your smoothies more nutritious (and more delicious) than anything you could buy in the store. From athletes to
kids to fast-paced executives, and to anyone seeking a gentle cleanse, Superfood Smoothies will upgrade your nutrition, energize your day,
and inspire you to power up your blender now!"-"100 glueten-free, vegan recipes"--Cover.
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In 1958, based on thirty years of clinical experimentation, Dr. Max Gerson published this medical monograph. This is the most complete book
on the Gerson Therapy. Dr. Gerson (1881-1959), who developed the Gerson Therapy, explains how the treatment reactivates the body's
healing mechanisms in chronic degenerative diseases. The book incorporates extensive explanation of the theory with scientific research and
the exact practice of the therapy, as well as a presentation of fifty documented case histories. Also included is a modified version of the
Gerson Therapy for use with nonmalignant diseases or preventative purposes.
Sometimes the steamiest encounters are the most unexpected. You never know who might be the dominant you've been looking for...
Unlikely Doms is a collection of four great stories from the popular Unlikely Doms series, all in a single collection for one low price. Each story
is a hot standalone featuring a guy who you might not expect to be so alpha. But despite his appearance, he knows how to take a woman in
hand. This steamy collection includes: Alpha in A Sweater Vest Katie is recently divorced and looking for someone to help her explore her
wild side. She wasted too many years with a husband who refused to meet her darkest needs. Now that Katie is single, how hard can it be to
find someone who will pull her over their knee and punish her the way she's fantasized about for years? When a nondescript stranger
catches her searching spanking websites in a coffee shop, he offers her the chance to work with an experienced dom. But is the guy in the
sweater vest for real? He looks like a geeky accountant, not one of the stern alpha heroes in a romance book. Surely he can't dominate her
the way she longs for - or can he? Sometimes looks can be deceiving, and the curvy divorcee is about to learn that lesson the hard way.
Alpha Plumber Emma's shower breaks and she is shocked when her landlord sends over the hottest plumber on the planet. There's not a
plumber's crack to be found on this drool-worthy man - though he is rocking a six-pack. But when the plumber catches her brazenly watching
him, he decides she needs to be punished for her bad behavior. Emma never imagined that the service call would end in her going over his
knee and calling him "Daddy". But for this baby girl, her first spanking has a very happy ending. Alpha Student Single mom Sandy has been
lusting after the hot young college student who hangs out at her house for four years now. She knows it's wrong, but she just can't help but
daydream about the handsome football player and his big strong body. Daniel is twenty-one now, legally an adult. He's preparing to graduate
from college and move across the country. This may be the last weekend he will be staying at his friend's house - and seeing the super hot
MILF. Sandy is not the only one who has been fantasizing about acting on the strong attraction between them. When the two are left alone in
the house, Daniel decides to give in to his longing for Sandy. But first, he is going to punish her for her inappropriate crush on him. Something
tells him that Sandy is going to enjoy getting a spanking...and he's not wrong. Who knew that the kid she has been watching is so confident?
So dominant? So skilled with his....mouth? And who knew that getting spanked for the first time could be so satisfying? Alpha Yogi Mariah is
trying to be healthier by taking yoga, but she's having a hard time turning off her mind during class. Instead of focusing on the movements
and calming her mind, she's rushing in late, reading texts on her watch, and judging her own curvy body. Arjun doesn't tolerate bad behavior
in his yoga classes. He suggests that Mariah take a private class with him so she can improve her practice. However, Mariah soon learns that
Arjun isn't a traditional yoga teacher. His methods are...a bit unusual. But they definitely get results. And when their class is over, everyone
will be feeling a lot more relaxed. Save money and pick up these great stories today!
This is the first modern anthology to bring together a selection of the finest writing on gastronomy. Paul Levy draws on a rich tradition of
gastronomic journalism that has flourished in the USA & includes M.F.K. Fisher, Joseph Wechsberg, etc.
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